
The Holy Spirit & Hope
Romans 8:18-25; @ CF Tucker; November 13, 2011

Review:   
The Holy Spirit gives life to all the great theology that Paul has taken great pains to
explain (in chptrs. 5-8) and gives us a new life to live out.

• Power to mortify the sinful nature
• Testifies to our sonship
• Assures us of our future glory with Christ
• Helps us in prayer

We have already looked at
1)  How the Holy Spirit works in us to mortify the sinful nature and move us

               to aspire to holy living, utilizing the means of grace.
2) Assures us of our sonship and all that that means, namely that we are co-

              heirs with Christ of the entire universe. But we will have to suffer in the
     present evil age before this becomes a reality.

Now the reality of present suffering becomes the springboard for the next truth
that Paul wants share in terms of the ministry of the Holy Spirit.

Namely the hope that is held out before us when Christ comes again.
1) he doesn’t compare our present suffering, but rather contrasts the two.
2) the glory we will experience far surpasses anything that we may suffer

              here.
3) in the passage he reinforces the reality of the old creation and its destiny
     in becoming the new creation.

I. The Creation  (vs. 19-22) “creation” is mentioned 4X, once in each of the verses
   a) vs. 19 - the creation waits in “eager longing” - the word describes trying to see
       something or focus on something with an outstretched neck. It means
       “diversion from all other things to concentrate on a single object”.
   b) vs. 20 - the creation was “subjected to futility”. Futility is the same word used
       in the LXX to translate “vanity”. “Because of him who subjected it”. What’s
       being pictured here is the curse that God pronounced against the man, but
       involved the whole creation.  Gen 3:17-19.

[illus] health & wealth preacher Creflo Dollar made statement that
God created abundance and the devil cursed the abundance and
made it into poverty. The text plainly says that God did the
cursing.

   c) vs. 21 - “bondage to corruption” - actually explains the subjected to futility in
                     vs. 20. it’s the whole process of birth, growth, death, decomposition,
                     the whole universe is marked by “entropy”, everything is running
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                     down hill. — accompanied by pain, death, & dissolution.
   d) vs. 22 - “the whole creation is groaning together” - but here’s a new element

the groaning and suffering has an ultimate goal– it’s birthing something. The
groaning is like the pains of childbirth. This is a complete turning of the tables
from subjection to futility.

*** So there is purpose and intentionality in the suffering and pain of the present
      evil age, they are the birth pains of the new age. Matt. 24:8.

*** There is a remarkable union here:
   The creation shares our curse
   The creation shares our continued suffering and futility
   The creation will share our redemption when God remakes the universe

II. The Church - the church is the beginning of the new creation
   a) the connection here is obvious, . . .  “not only the creation, but we ourselves”
   b) the groaning we experience is the battle with our sinful natures and the
        weakness of our flesh. 2 Cor. 5:2-4.
   c) Our future glory involves 2 things:

1) the redemption of our bodies - vs. 23   Just like the creation, God is not
              abandoning our physical bodies,  but remaking them.
   *** It’s important to remember that even though our bodies are raised in a

spiritual incorruptible state, they are none the less physical. This is clearly
seen in Jesus’ post resurrection appearances. Luke 24:36-43.

   *** to sense the created world is a tremendous gift.
[illus] C.S. Lewis felt that the doctrine of the the resurrection of our bodies

                   had great importance because of the abilities of our senses.
2) Paul describes the redeeming of our bodies as the completion of the

              adoption process.
   d) Our future glorious inheritance is absolutely sure because of the presence of
        the Holy Spirit in our lives.

1) Paul uses several metaphors for the presence of the Spirit -
• commercial - down payment
• relational - engagement ring
• here - agricultural - “first fruits” - the promise of the coming harvest.

   So, this gives us the chuztpah to wait patiently

So what & For what

1. God is not going to abandon His original creation. One day God will remake the
    physical creation and our physical bodies to live in His eternal sabbath.
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2. Don’t miss Paul’s big point here. He’s reminding us of what our destiny is in
    terms of daily walking in the Spirit. We must keep our eyes on the prize.

3. We are called upon to redeem the time while there is time
[illus] N.T. Wright  The reclaiming of time as God’s good gift (as opposed to a

commodity to be spent for one’s own benefit, which often means fresh
forms of slavery for others) is not an extra to the church’s mission, but
is central to it.

                – One eye to redeeming the time and one eye on our hope –


